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   INCREDIBLE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY IN
TULUM | 4 BEDROOM VILLA IN EXCLUSIVE ZONE  

  Information de l’agent
Nom: ArKadia
Nom de
compagnie:
Pays: Royaume-Uni
Téléphone:
Languages: Dutch, English, French,

German, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Spanish,
Swedish

Détails de l’annonce
Propriété à: Vendre
Prix: USD 35,904,216.12

  Location
Pays: Mexique
État/Région/Province: Quintana Roo
Ville: Tulum
Soumis: 05/03/2024
Description:
p>Tulum is a city on the Caribbean coast of Mexico, on the Yucatan Peninsula. It is known for its well-
preserved ruins of an ancient Mayan port. A place to disconnect from city life, doing activities such as a
yoga session on the beach or in a secluded spot in the middle of the jungle or near a cenote, to reconnect
with nature and feel the energy around you. Distinguished. Private. Exceptional. These are the
cornerstones of this project, carefully designed to cultivate an unparalleled living experience that presents
the opportunity to dwell in an environment where exclusivity meets serenity, and where the charm of
Tulum's natural beauty is your daily backdrop.  Here, every detail matters. From the thoughtful layout of
our community, which guarantees each resident their own piece of paradise, to the meticulous design of
each villa, our master plan embraces luxury and sophistication throughout. It is a minimalist, understated
and elegant luxury villa. Designed in an exclusive development in the heart of Tulum. The objective of
this house is to create an interaction with nature, generating a connection between the user and its
immediate natural environment, respecting the construction guidelines. The villa seems to be just a series
of abandoned walls and columns in the dense jungle of Tulum with all its surrounding gardens hanging
everywhere and also the pool that serves as a great mirror of the entire rear facade, makes the villa merge
and coexist in a magical and mystical way with the environment, which is environmentally friendly.
Amenities - Solarium - Observatory - Service area - Swimming pool on the first floor - Rooftop pool
PHO5451585 SERVICES* Sewage* Electricity* Drinking Water ROOMS* Kitchen* Dining*
Dependency* Living* Terrace ADDITIONALS* Individual Air conditioner* Solarium* Pool* Modern
Style* Under Construction* Amenities BASIC INFO * Suites : 4 * Bathrooms : 3 * Toilettes : 1 * Floors
: 3 * Antiquity : Under Construction * Expenses: U$s 0 SURFACES AND MEASURES * Total Surface:
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456.60 m2
Nouveau: Oui

  Commun
Chambres: 4
Salle de bains: 3
Pied carré fini: 456 m²
Floor Number: 3

  Building details
Outdoor Amenities: Pool
Nombre de pieds carrés: 3

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Information additionnelle
Lien URL du site web: http://www.arkadia.com/XFPU-T5385/?utm_camp

aign=multicast&utm_medium=web&utm_source=I
MLIX.COM

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: 18686-pho5451585
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